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As is known the phase motion ~f particles in all the.resonance accelerators which are 

based on the phase-self stability principle is described by•the one-type equation which may be 

generally written as follows*) 

f/;t [ m(lJ0 +f (l} u' ('-+'} == o, 
/I/ 

where ,..,, '(''')_cJM..=_ ....L [d>.s<~.·+(i.1)-CO:S~l 
lit, -r - cl I.fl Si..n.!l's . :J , lis - is the synchrone phase, is the 

difference between the phases of the considered particle and the synchrone cine. 

One of the principal problems of the theory of accelerators is to determine the capture 

region, i~e. the region of the in~tial values of ~ 0
, ~

0 ,from which with t=t
0 

the solutions 

oscillating with respect to the position of stable equilibrium yJ:= o emerge. 

The knowledge of the capture region makes it possible to evaluate the~part of the injected 

particles incident into the synchrone acceleration regime and, therefore, leaving the accelerat

or with an energy close to the calculated one. Since in equation /I/ the functions -m.(~ 1 and 

f(t) vary in the concrete cases rather slowly then in a certain approximation they ~ay be con

sidered constant what enables to integrate equation /I/(the conservation approximation) quite 

easily. Then the boundary of the capture region is determined by the formula: 

I.Ji 0 ~-::V2,U-m.-2U(l¥0
)', U(4J 0)==J~,(~)ol~, /2/ 

0 

where U-m- = U (-2, Ifs) is the maximum of u(lf-')(it is assumed that m (t:o)=f (l,: =I that does not 

violate the generality). At the width of the capture region is evidently 

dlfc ==Zlfs+lf'r:!,, where Y:?.. and -2<J0 are the roots of the equation -u, ('-1')==-~:A,,..,.._ /the root-Z::?~ 

is two fold/. Particularly, if .Ifs "" i / in fact it is quite sufficient to assume that Y's L.. 30";, 
{ k12.111.. 'I'~ "" Ifs and /J 4'c ~ 3 ':fs • 

The motion of particles for which the initial values 4' 0 
, 1·0 lie inside the egg-shaped 

region limited by the curves· /2/ will be stable. 

Point out that equation /I/ corresponds to the simple mechanical model of the particle 

moving in the potential well limited from the left by the barrier Um /Fig. I/. From this 

standpoint the motion of particles the energy of which C, = i (1Ji 0,J2·+ U (4' 0
) does not exceed 

1.lm 7 CU\l-2~<Y~4',;;,is stable. On the phase plane the trajectories of such particles are 

closed. The trajectories the initial values of which lie outside the region determined by /2/ 

are not stable and go over to the infinity /Fig.2/ except the trajectories.which correspond to 

the ·initial values 4' 0
, t/0 =+V2Um-ZU('t'°J lying to the left from the barrier of the potential 

well. Indeed, the particles, the initial coordinates of which lie to the left from the barrier 

*) ·Note that in equation /I/ we neglect the terms of type of external force F(t), and do 
not take into account the effect of the volume charge. 
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':(.,,,, .and the initial velocity satisfies the relation 'i;0
=-t- •/-;.u,..-J.,U('f1 move al-ong the 

trajectories asymptotically tending to the. point of the unstable equilibrium - 2 '1~ • 

In papers devoted to the theory of various resonance accelerators untill now the authors 

restricted themselves only by the determination of the capture region in the conservation 

approximation according to /2//see,e.g. /I//~) 

One may understand to what consequences the increase of m(t) and f(t) /this usually 

occurs/ leads by means of the already used model of a particle in the potential well. As 

concerns the particles moving in the conservation approximation /on the plane 'I' · , 't' / 

along tile closed curves inside the egg-shaped region defined ~Y /2/ they, evidently, turn out 

into spirals for ~hich at -f; ~ CK> , r- a and t➔ 0 • The law of the variation of the 

amplitude of these oscillations may be found using the method of adiabatic invariant /see/I//, 

The boundary ~f the region of the initial values V
0 

'/1.0 to which such stable trajecto-

ries correspond as a result of the increase of m., l-6) and f(t) must also considerab~ charge. 

Indeed, consider the particle which at the initial moment is in the point ~ 0 situated 

some what to the right from 4'~ /see. Fig,!/ ( '¥ 0 <0) • Evidently, it will move to the 

barrier Um which for the time of its approaching somewhat rises, and, therefore, the par

ticle may appear to be captured in the potential well if its energy c =f (4'' 0)
2 + 'U (4' 0

) is 

close enough to um. These qualitative considerations are confirmed by the results of the 

numerical calculations/~/, from which it follows that by the increase of m(t) and f(t) 

the capture region somewhat extends, · · 

In this paper the calculation of the capture region is given with account of the non

conservation of equation /I/, - This calculation is based upon the assumption that the change 

of m(t) and f(t) is slow, This .is understood in the sense that the time "t' of the 

considerable change of m(t) and f(t) is great if compared with the period 2'fi'/£ of the 

linear phase oscillations. 

where 

This means that equation /I/ may be written in the form: 

ir-[m(te}lV]+f(£l)U 1
(l/l)==;, /Ia/ 

c=zTi· 
!!., -r: 

Equation /Ia/ belongs to the· equations with "slow time", to which many papers by N.N. Bogolu

bov, Yu.A, Mitropolsky 6/, and v.M, Volosov71 are devoted. The methods for investigating 

these equations developed in / 6 , 7/ are, however, based upon the assumption that their solut

ions are oscillating and the problem about the boundary of the region of the initial values 

to which such stable solutions correspond was not in general set up by these authors. 

*) Exceptions are the papers (2)-(5), containing some numerical calculations concerning 
· the role, of variability of coefficients m(t), .f(t) in eq,(I), 
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For the equations of the considered type /Ia/ with the increasing ,· (el/ and f(Et,) cne 

may find the boundary of the capture region with the help of the following physical considera~ 

ions. It is evident that any partlcle coming from the right to the vertex of the barrier with 

the velocity different from zero must be unstable. /see, Fig.I/. 

On the other hand, the particles which move from the right to this vertex and fail to 

reach it are stable. Therefore, it is natural to define the separatrix limiting the region of 

stable lf 0 
, '!' 0 

• as a set of such lf
0 

, <r O that the trajectories outgoing from them 

at t=t
0 

asymptotically approach the unstable equilibrium .position -2 Y'!f • It is clear 

that there exists an infinite number of trajectories /we shall call them boundary trajectories 

which satisfy the condition 't'~- Z~ ·, whereas 4' -,.. o at -{; --- 00 • The problem of fur-

ther investigation 13 to find the functional dependence \f' 0 = \f 0 (4' 0
) for them, Since 

equation /Ia/ involves a small parameter c, then one may try to find boundary trajectories 

by means of the formal expansion of the solut1on3 of equation /Ia/ in powers of E, Since the 

considered region of the change of independent variable is infinite, the Poincar~ theorem 

about the analiticity of the solutions of equations of type /Ia/ with respect to E niay be 

incorrect, /see/8/ /. 

V.K. Melnikov has shown,(9Jhowever, that the formal expansion 'f":::4-'o +E4', + .. · 

satisfying the auxiliary conditions 4'o --z ½, lJ'o _.O, Yi - o, \ft~ O(i.•1,:L) at t - 00 

and 4-';,==0(i=t,2 .. .)at 4'o=Vc /tii; - 13 an arbitrary point lying sufficiently close to-2~ 

-to the right from - 2 ~~ for the trajectories approaching 4" =-21.fg to' the right and from -2~ 
for the trajectories approaching t.;'==--Z ':Is: from the left /is asymptotic with respect to E 

and really determines the separatrix in the sense that the initial values of the boundary 

trajectories divide the plane ~~ ~ 0 into the regions from which the solutions of one type 

emerge.*) Evidently, the behaviour of boundary trajectories is essentially different for 

°'P zO/the initial velocity 13 directed from the right to ~he left /Fig,I/ or lj/ 0 ;,o / the 

initial velocity is directed from the left to the right /Fig:y .since in the case y 0
_ .... o there 

may exist a turning point /where 4' == O / absent in the cas_e l.p d < 0 

Let us investigate first the boundary trajectories for w"<.O • We shall assume to= O 

wherea3 m{D)=f (O)= i (this can be alway3 achieved in the proper definition of t). All 

the calculations must be made by restricting by the quantities of the first order over E, 

The equations which the functions 4'0 ~ '-I', .... 4'i.., .... of the formal expansion satisfy 

have the form 

/J/ 

*) Point out that this theorem was proved in / 9/ also for the equations of more general 
form than /Ia/. 
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lt1 +U"(lfl,)1./11. ==-f'Co)l U'(l.iJo)-m'(o} ft ( Y{t) 

1¥,:. + U ,, ( % ) 1./lt = !fZ ( t, 'ro ~ ... 41 .:-, ) 

'2, ' 

4'• -t- U ( !r'o) ::: C z 

/4/ 

/5/ 

Making use of ·the conditions lr'o - - 2Ys and Yo ~o at t - 00 that gives C = Um ' we find 

,·· 2, T =Um-U(\/'o) 
.,. r-----1. 

, t =j (VZUm-U(5)j d 5. /6/ 
't'o 

/ 'X is the parameter defining one of the boundary trajectories, 5 is the integration 

variable/. 

Equations /4/ and /5/ can be easily integrated if introduce 4'o as ari independent 

variable connected with formula (6). Indeed, as can be easily shown 

d__ rz ~tr? {Um -U ( lf'o)l +U.' (%)4'.:.]== I.I, +U 'c. 4-'o)l/li. 
d~~ % 1/. . 

and, therefore, equation /4/ is reduced to the equation of the first order 

2 (Um -U(Vo))~~: +U'('l'o)l/, = Q (4'o) 

where 
't'o 'I• 

Gi (4'.) =-m'cof Ifie ( s)cl ~ +(rn'toJ-f'roJ>jH ~) U'n)d ~ /7/ 
-i!'5s -Z'!s 

From /7/ using the condition 'ft=OatVo=Yo we find 

. llo . . . _ J Qf$)d1 . 
4',((J}0 )= VZUm.-2UW,) . . (2ilm.-ZUqfli. 

iji. 

/8/ 

An analogous formula holds for 't'.:. (i =Z,3 ... ). Thus, the equation of the boundary trajectories 

at 4/ 0 <0 is determined with the accuracy up to the terms of the first order over E by 

means of the formulas '+' "'(/. (f.1)..,}+€ Y, (i, X) + ... 
% 

lil=-v2u,,,,-ZU(t1.)' +E[- G(<ro) +ur~l G{VcO ]
191 

VZU,,.,-ZU(lt'o)' '1tzu .. -ZU(~))%. 
'r• 

The connection between the initial Talues of these trajectories corresponding to t=O is ob-

tained at 't'o = X , i.e., determined by the parametric formula 
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·where 
,c 

rn,'tc) ~ P(o) f V Z Um. - 27,l(f) cf~ 
-.2 ':fs -

Let us raise 4' 0 determined by /IO/ to the second'power restricting-by the terms of the first 

order over E • This gives 

/II/ 

Now pass to the direct dependence between (~~2 and ~ 0 with the accuracy up to the 

terms of the first order over E • According to /IO/_ in this approximation x:'f'"-~'+'1 ,o,'1°) 

Substituting this equation into /II/ we find the formula for the separatrix at ~•~o 
.,,. 

('P:,J2-~z(u 01-ll('t' 0J)+E f V2U,.-2Ltt,)d,, "51'ere t=(a-,'(o)tf
1

Co)t /I2/ 
-2.~.s 

In particular, the width of the capture region at yc==o is equal to t14'=½-7~ +2:f's where 

4',:,, and - 2 lJs are the roots of the equation 
ot• 

Z(Um·U(~)+ fj Jzum--2U($}' d~ ~o 
-2~, 

I_t can be easily seen that 

J"".V 2 Um,: ZU ( n' d ~ =4',: +J4'-, 

-z':f$ 

/IJ/ 

where d''-J' is the increment of the capture region due to the nonconservation, 
4''- - ljl3 

At sufficiently small lj3 one may assume that U=z: +if\f_.. Introducing new 

quantities 

form 

where 

X
• - y1• ----g-; represent the equation of separatrix /I2/ at 

l(O 

cx•Jl._=2(; - uc:l'J)+1/' vr7*:-_-Z_U_(X-)~, dx 
-2 

2 (Um-U) =+ (1-x)(Z+X)2. 

At x• = 0 the width of the capture region Ll X == t: z .3 +6' x 

where - 1. ' 
g'.)( == z~\1.) j VC 1.-x)(2+:X)2-' dx = t E 

-z 
In Fig. 2 the graphs of the separatrix are given at E=O,I and E=0,2 

in the 

/I4/ 

in the variables 
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x 0
, x0 found by the formula /I4/. 

Now let us investigate the behaviour of the boundary trajectories at tjl• > o /the initial 

velocity is directed from left to right/. In this case two possibilities should be indicated: . 
I/ The particles start to move on the left from the barrier u,,,,, ('-r'"<.- Z'fs) and come to 

the vertex ·of the barrier with zero velocity. Evidently, geometrical place of the initial 

values V'", lf' 0 for such trajectories is obtained from the curve ,y" ={2u,,,._-ZU('f' 0
) by some 

shift due to the nonconservation. 

2/ the particles start to move to the left from the barrier and come to it with the veloci-

ty different from zero ljl ;,- 0 or start to move on the left from the barrier Um-with tp 0 
;,- o 

In this case the boundary trajectory must have at a certain moment of time t 1 
at 4-'>0 a 

turning point where 4' =O , and further it moves with 'fl <..O 

by the formula found earlier /I2/. 

along the trajectory determined 

Let us consider the first from the mentioned possibilities. The boundary trajectory is 

described by the formal expansion If' =I.Jlo +Elf',+.... , where 't'i- obey the same auxiliary condit-

ions and is determined as in the case 

left from - 21.j~ should be taken as 4'• 
'-f

0 <O • ·The difference is that the point lying to the 

J
~- dJ - . . ' . 

Then t== ;,c.vzu ... -zutD _since at -(;70 l/1°.>~and IJ'o~;i(. 

The boundary trajectories·are described by the formulas: 

'+' = 'f'o ( t, X.) + E 4', ( l, ;l:) + ... 
. % 

. ,--,,---~~~ [ ~ (lf,) ," J <Qf Jd J /I5/ 
4' = V zu,,.,_ -zut<J-1,J' + £ vzu,,,-zu (%) - 'll (o/.2 rzu ... -2uw '4 

lf'o . 

whereas their initial values are obtained from /I5/ 

at t"' O i.e., at 4/o =.% • 
From here, reasoning in the same manner as in the derivation of /I2/ we obtain: 

-2'!,,-----~ 

N''l =z(u,,,._-ZU('l-'1)-t[j i/2Um--ZU{~) cl} 
'11• 

/I6/ 

4'' . " ljl. 
In particular, at 1.J~.c.<i, introducing the quantities x. 0 =-g; , X= -.;1 , we rewrite /I6/ in 

the form: 
-2, 

/ x 0)2- = z (-½- -U (x)) + E J ✓,...J---Z-U-(x_,) 1 

dx 
x,G 

/17/ 

where 
-z re-----, 

U(x) and f /%-ZU(x) 'dx are defined in /I4/. 
oc• 

Finally, let us investigate the last case. We shall look for the motion of a particle in 

the interval (-61,,00 ) , i.e. after the turning point just as· in case o.i"<.O Using the 

expansions obtained earlier /9/ we can calculate lJI (ti) /1.e., the value of 'I in the turning 

point/ which as can be easily checked_ with the accuracy up to the terms of the first order 

over Eis defined by /IJ/ inclusive. After this we shall look for the solution ~(f) on the 
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interval / o 7 -l-1.) 

where the functions V'o 7 l/J1., 'Iii- satisfy the equations /J/, /4/ and /5/ with the initi-

al conditions 4'o ( b1., -l1)"' 'P(t1)7 'l-'o(t1,-t.i)=Dand \f'i(l1,tJ=tili(t1,-l1)=0at · i=-1.,z .... • /For this expan

sion the Poincare theorem abo~t the analytic dependence upon the parameter E /see, /8/ / is 

correct/. It can be easily verified that up to the turning point the solution with the accu

rae;r up to the term ot the first order over E is of the form .... 
.. 1 - ,,, + c • ,2· c _ zu c 1.r, J J & 1 !JcO 
T - TO c V, CDM . , (Zll,,,..- 2U(~))¾ + ... 

'I'~ { 

where li,,.,.,.=U ('i,;} . . From/18/ reasoning in the same manner as in the derivation of /12/ 

we obtain y,,,.t 

· (4'')z =2,(Gm-UC'l'•J)+ 1 V,-EG-.,.--R,-U-(J-} cl~ 
/19/ 

'¥0 

Remind, _that fltr.=U ( 't',,,1-} depends upon J!; , i.e., in /19/ the terms of higher orders over E · 

are taken into account in an indirect way. However, as follows from the derivation of this 

formula the error has the order over E not lower than the second. For small lJ s restrict-

ing in the expansion U( \f') by the terms not higher than the second order and substituting/•,:,;, .. 
1,! ~ we may reduce expression /19/ to the form: . ~1, 

(± 0J.t = +- z U (xj + '; E + ij r/-~'--... -'J-i-_ --z-UJ-:r ..... f clx 
/20/ ,,.. 

The set ot formulas /12/, /16/ and /19/ makes it possible to construct on the plane / yJ 0
, 'f-'' 0 

/ 

the curve which givt>s the boundary of the capture region. This curve in the variables x0
, :x: 0 

is given in P'ig. 2 for &(m'co>+f't•>)=o,1. 

using the formulas /14/, /17/ and /20/. 

The question may arise why in the last case we had to introduce additionally new expansion 

the expansion of type /9/ could not be used over_ all the interval. 

o !, 'C"" oo • Everything becomes clear if we are concerned with the solution of equation /4/ 

which is given by formula /8/. -In the turning point. the dominator of the integrand has zero of 

order not lower than J/2 due to which the integral has a singularity in the turning point which 

does not enable to make use of expansion /9/ on the interval (o,t1). 

The obtained results make it possible to draw some interesting conclusions which in our 

opinion may be of technical interest: 
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I. As is seen from Fig. 2 at E ;,o , the capture region looses its symmetrical form with 

respect to the straight line tf 0 ==O • Now the greatest width of the capture is obtained 

/at sufficiently small f;,, o / not at ~ 0 = o , but according to the formula /I9/ at 

4',ni,,, 
✓ 4',./ . I 

== 'f 0 (-:Z':f's) =Z(Gm,-:U...,)+ ~ J VZ&,..-2U(~) d) 
-Z';Js . 

It is defined by the root of the equation 

ty,,,;'-

( y,,~ .. l==-2( &.,,_ - U ( v)) +lf v,-z.--,,-&,,,.,---,,Z-U-,-( ~7"7)'d / 
l/' 

nearest to 
I, . 

l.yrn, and by the root of the equation 

-.z'J, 
( 'P,,,i .. ;' .. 2(U...,-U('-l'))-1-ij vr-2-u-... ---,2,-U-(f~)' d ~ 

'/I . 

nearest, to - Z !:fs • Vie shall look for the root of the first equation in the form 4'= 'I'.; +J't 't' , 

the root of the second one -in the form '-f'=- Z I.Js + J;_ '-f' • Substituting the obtained 

expressions into our 

over E 

equations we may easily find that in the first t~rm of the expansion 

4',.; ------
0!4'=- w5r~) J V2l'9m-ZU(f) d} Q,rJ 

-ZIJs 

cI'z lp =-
' 2 [ _ ll'..f . . 

- U" (-2:·J~) J y;zf;,..-2U(})cq 
-z-5. 

It can be. easily seen that with the accuracy up to the terms of the first order over E 

di 'fl :::-2d'rwhere di/' is determined by the formula /IJ/. 

Thus, at e>o the width of the capture increases in the first term of the expansion 

over E by - Oz 't' 

In the variables x 0 
, x 0 

, i.e., at small synchrone phases in the units lfs: the 
~ o,~_,rv:i:' - fl 

increment of the capture region is equal to o2 x=-- -q;-vy E • At E = 0,2 v,ex = I.O , 

i.e., the width of the capture increases in comparison with its magnitude in the conservation 

case by JO%. 
I • • 

2. If the shift of the initial velocity exceeds /in the units 'Y / '-l'~n. /see above / 

then the particles captured into the synchrone acceleration regime are grouped in two blobs 

/the sections (.~1,? X.t)and (X:>, X.,,)/which can exist separately for a long period of time since 

the particles from the section (xI, x2 ) which have to pass through the position of unstable 

equilibrium - 2~s , having there a small velocity are moving on the phase plane considerably 

slower than the particles from the section /xJ' x 4 /. It is possible that this circumstance 
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turns out to be essential in the theory taking into account the effect of the volume charge. 

These conclusions may be o! great interest if appli~d to the proton linear accelerator 

with the drift tubes. The equation of phase oscillations in this case may be written as 

follows /see, for instance, /II//: 

/21/ 

where I/'=~ 9J9 is the mean distance between the considered and the -synchrone particles at 

the given stage, E=-/;fEi!.wsl3o~cli / E~ -_ is the strength of the accelerating field on the 
L, 

axis o! the accelerating section with the length i -~ along which the integration is made/, 

W = 2; , T is the period_ of high-frequency oscillations, e m 

mass o! the particle Y; - is the velocity of the synchrone particle, t 

is the charge and 

is the time 

in sec. Note that the increment o! its velocity on one accelerating section is determined 

by the formula .:11J;=:iET~'!s • For simplicity we assume this quantity to be constant, 

i.e., &s = U'so +."..ft= 19..'0 (1.-t- t}; t.½o is the initial velocity of the synchrone particle 
,,., ~. r . t I - 0 l O .:l. e l,\) .r.: .. 'is I;, 
v = "<rs • Let us introduce a d_imensionless variabl~ - = ,;;;;..t = m l9so /it is evident, 

that i0 coincides with the frequency of the linear phase oscillations at tJl; ==<Jso /. 

Then equation /21/ may be written with the accuracy up to the magnitudes of the first order 

over E in the form: 

/22/ 

where 

Assuming 

IQ 1)0° ~ d tJ'r , ~s=,;. , -=0011 l9'so 1 , *) 

we find that f: -= 0,11 • According to /I4/ the increment of the width of the capture ,Sx. 

at. tp 0 ::o is /in the units of <sa/ for the considered case d'x=f€=0,3 , i.e., IO%. 

to 

If the initial·enereY 

( d '41 ) . n = _l_ ii, rrun cfF nu iQ; T 

of particles exceeds the energy E
0 

by the quantity, corresponding 

i.e., by the quantity J'S, ='Ii", ':rs 1}~'1£. ~· (2i:t7~t small sync hr one 

*) These data concern the Alvarez accelerator /II/. 
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✓ 2.'/ -phases/ then the increment of the width of. capture is. ~ c In other words, in the 

considered case_ the· energy increase of the injected particles from 4 MeV up to 100 KeV must 

lead to the increase of the capture approximately by I.4, i~e., .almost by 5Cl6;1,_ if compared 

with the conservation approximatio~ corresponding to ip 0 ·-= 0 

It is interesting to note -that in paper /I2/ devoted to the description of .the linear 

accelerator meant for the injection into the Berkeley Bevatron it is indicated that the 

greatest capture is obtained if the initial proton energy is not the designed one/450 KeV/, 

but exceeds it by IO kv*). It is possible that this phenomenon is explained by the abovemen-· 

tioned facts, i.e., by the increase of th~ capture with the increase of the initial energy if 

compared with the designed one due to the nonconservation of the phase motion. 

In conclusion we should like to emphasize that the abovementioned technical considerations 

take place not only for linear accelerators but also for the cycle accelerators of _phasotron 

,:\nd nynchrophasotron type. In particula:r, one may believe that the increase of the field 

amplitude with time in the accelerating sections of the synchrophasotron and a certain increase 

of the initial proton energy injected if compared with the designed one may lead to a con

siderable increase of the number of particles captured into the regime of the synchrone accele-

rator, 

The autors express their gratitude to L.A. Chudov, A,S. Shwartz and to Professor . 
A.s. Kompaneetz for the discussion of the results • 

*) According _to our formulas the maximum width of the capture concerning the data of 
this accelerator is obtained at the injection energy exceeding the designed one by JO KeV. 
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Fig.I 

Fig. 2 
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